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       For thousands of years, philosophers and scientists wondered at the similarities between the 
structure of our rationality and the structure of the universe. Our language and grammar, which 
have a word attributed to almost every natural phenomenon and every object we interact with, 
plus a series of formal words, further strengthened the belief that things are organized exactly as 
we understand them.
       When the fundamental, philosophical questions underlying physics were still studied as part 
of metaphysics, another influential idea was born, that of access to perfect knowledge. Our mind 
was believed to be aimed towards certainty and the only purpose of science was to complete this 
journey, to arrive at the end.
      Whether as observer or theoretician, the human being is obviously an integral part of any 
experiment and many fundamental notions in terms of which physics is built are the results of 
our intuitions. The human brain seems to detect properties which have no direct physical 
interpretation, such as the flow of time and memory of the past, but not of the future. This 
problem of time is key both to cosmology and our interpretation of quantum mechanics.

            
 
               Time Intervals

      Time, as I understand it, is not an object of our thinking process, but it is thinking itself. The 
basic mechanics of the human brain cells reflect a structured process which takes place in an 
amazingly dynamic organ. Millions of neurons in all corners of our gray matter send out an 
endless stream of signals, but, since we don't have total awareness, this process can only be 
made in a series of time intervals, separated by instants. Both our perception and thinking are 
not continuous, but divided into discrete time parcels, so the brain needs a stream of instants to 
create conscious impressions.
      Neurologists have coined the term "neuronal correlates of consciousness", or NCCs, to 
describe the set of firings among neurons that correlates with each bit of awareness that we 
experience. Studies have shown that it takes around one tenth of a second to process the most 
simple information and machines have recorded vigorous brain activity in multiple locations 
during this process. NCCs arise in various processing centers in the brain at different times, so 
each attribute is perceived with a time lag.
      Neurobiologist Semir Zeki of University College London has been measuring how subjects 
perceive squares that can randomly change color as they move on a screen. He has shown that 
a change in color of such an object is seen 60 to 80 milliseconds faster than a change in the 
direction of that object's movement. That is, one attribute is registered at a different time than 
another attribute of the same moment. Different brain regions process an object's color, sound, 
speed and direction with differing delays, yet the brain rapidly reaches a unified impression 
because it has no mechanism for registering the asynchrony. We are allmost never aware of the 
differing time lags. We feel that we perceive all the qualities of an object simultaneously. This 
finding suggests that there may not be much truth to the presumed unity of consciousness. Our 
perception is the result of a sequence of moments, that, when quickly scrolling past us, we 
experience as continuous motion. [1]
      This discrepancy, which is a unique quality only found in our neural processes, creates a 
view of time that contrasts powerfully with the theories of quantum mechanics precisely because 
of the instants.
      Just as a million-year-old light from another galaxy is needed for us to know of its existence, 
a time interval is needed for us to perceive or contemplate anything, including movement. 
Movement is distinct from the space covered, which is infinitely divisible, whilst movement is 
indivisible, or cannot be divided without changing qualitatively each time it is divided. In our 



interpretation, we separate movement into a series of immobile sections, but we can only 
reconstitute it by adding the abstract idea of a succesion, to the positions or to the instants which 
are already abstract notions. This structure is an evolutionary adaptation. It makes our idea of 
time almost inseparable from that of movement. In fact, we can only understand movement as 
something related to an instant. Even when studying relations between variables, we need to 
create an artificially closed set of objects, because an indivisible continuity is almost 
incomprehensible to us.

           

                Interpretation

      Our consciousness is the only organization of matter where closed systems or determinate 
sets of parts are possible. It is a structure, therefore we are only able to think of other structures.

      As soon as signals are received in the visual cortex, they are shuttled back and forth 
between groups of neurons, creating feedback that alllows later information to distort the 
processing of earlier information. [2] In our attempts to describe different possibilities, we have 
become specialists in simplification. Over millions of years of evolution and with the help of our 
cinematographic structure, similar things have become identical things, from our perspective. 
Finally, the mistery of the two similar structures - that of our rationality and that of the universe - 
is solved. Most of the things we understand are nothing but earlier projections of simplified 
information:

          Perception -> Interpretation (abstraction and projection) -> Further observation (science) -> 
Perception -> Interpretation...

      Through projection, we make time intervals, causality and our abstractions seem compatible 
with the world. After noticing the same apparent cause in more than one relation, it becomes a 
sort of rule and soon it will be found in the formalism of different areas of science. Again, this 
would be impossible without instants. We need a break from continuity for each and every 
thought and every expression of that thought, even for the math that has been entirely reduced 
to symbol manipulation, and, in this sense, coincides with nominalism. Formalism is an 
abstraction that we project back upon the world after we've separated it into sets. The time 
intervals in the structure of our mental processes lead to the belief in cause and effect, which is 
perfectly mirrored in our grammar, a formalism of action and reaction, doer and deed, that uses 
the principle of non-contradiction and logical identity. 

       In closing, all of this is incompatible with quantum mechanics, which has a probabilistic 
character. Everything in the quantum world occurs at random and there is no direct cause for 
quantum events. No cause is at work to make an excited atom decay at some specific moment. 
It is still possible to formulate laws governing the whole process, but they only express the 
probability of an event taking place at one time rather than another. 

       There is no cause and effect without time and its projection. The first state doesn't produce 
anything and the second is not produced by anything. [3] It's actually a continuous relation 
between variables, resulting in their continuous rearangement.
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